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CHAPTER TWENTY FOUR – READING RESOURCES

Reading Skill Activity

Retrieval Who did Kate fetch from the garden? Why was Poppy particularly excited to meet them? (p189) Prince George, Prince Louis and 

Princess Charlotte, she was excited to meet them because they were closer to her own age.

How did Prince George react when he met Poppy? (p189) He blushed.

What did Princess Charlotte want to do, so that she was like Mummy? (p189) She wanted to meet the fairies.

What did Poppy apologise for not bringing with her? (p192) She apologised for not bringing banana bread with her.

What and why did the duchess call after Poppy? (p195) She shouted ‘No, not that door!’, she ran down the corridor thinking that Poppy 

had gone through the wrong door.

What question did the duchess ask the staff in the room? What was her response? (p195) She asked ‘Did a young girl with her teddy 

bear just walk in? the staff responded, ‘No ma’am’.

What was for Sunday dinner? (p196) Roast beef, crispy roast potatoes, fresh vegetables from the garden and beef gravy, pudding was 

hot apple pie and custard.

Who was waiting for Poppy when she got to the tree house? Why was she there? (p197) Deri was waiting for Poppy at the treehouse. 

She was on cake watch, looking for when Poppy arrived as the fairies were looking forward to their cake.

Who was the shyest fairy? (p198) Olly

How long had Elvina and Alfred been dating? (p199) They had been dating for 73 years.

Who was invited to the fairy wedding? (p200) Poppy, Lord Ted, Nanny and Grandpa
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CHAPTER TWENTY FOUR – READING RESOURCES

Reading Skill Activity

Retrieval 

continued…

Who did Elvina ask Poppy if she wanted to bring to the fairy wedding? (p201) She asked if Poppy would like to bring Prince George to 

the fairy wedding.

What was Nanny going to make for the wedding? (p201) Nanny was going to make the cake for the wedding.

Make a list of Elvina’s bridesmaids. (p201) Oona, Deri, Nixie, Sophie, Emma, Maisy.

Who was making the bridesmaids dresses? (p201) Amy.

Inference Imagine you are Poppy meeting one of the royal children, how would you feel. Write a passage describing the way you are feeling.

Imagine you are one of the royal children meeting Poppy, how would you feel. Write a passage describing the way you are feeling.

How would you feel if you unexpectedly met the queen, just like Poppy did? (p191)

Summary What can you remember about the fairies? For each one you can remember tell me their name and their job.

Write a new blurb for the book and design a new front cover.

Complete a book review of The Adventures of Poppy and Lord Ted.

Prediction What do you think Poppy and Lord Ted’s next adventure will be?

Commentary Think about the way you would be feeling when you met the royal children/Poppy. Compare the way the two sets of children would be 

feeling.

If you met the queen, what would you ask her? Make a list of questions.
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CHAPTER TWENTY FOUR – READING RESOURCES

Reading Skill Activity

Vocabulary Put the words below into alphabetical order, then create a glossary with the definition of each word:

Intently (p191)

Analysis (p191)

Interjected (p193)

Possession (p193)

Sincere (p193)

Hesitate (p195)

Expertise (p196)

Interact (p196)

Mesmerising (p198)

Forlornly (p199)

Cynically (p200)

What is the name for a group of fairies? (p200) A group of  fairies is called a herd.
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Activity Curriculum 

Area

Take virtual visit of Kensington Palace. (Videos available on YouTube) Enrichment

History

Draw and design your own fairy. (Video tutorials on how to draw a fairy available) Give them a name and a job. Send your designs

to Poppy and Lord Ted HQ, we’d love to see them.

Art

Research Balmoral and create visitors guide to it. Computing

Geography

English

Work out the distance between Kensington Palace and Balmoral. Can you convert it into different units of measure? Work out how 

far each palace is from your own school.

Maths

Make an apple pie with your class. Write up the instructions. Change the number of people that you need to feed and alter the

ingredient amounts.

DT

English

Maths

Look at what Poppy, Nanny and Grandpa had for their Sunday Dinner. Is it a balanced meal? Does it contain all elements of a 

healthy meal? What could you do to change it and make it even healthier?

Science

PSHCE

Create a menu for a fairy wedding. DT

Design a cake fit for a fairy wedding. Art

Write a letter to the author of The Adventures of Poppy and Lord ted. Tell him what you thought about the book, which parts were

your favourite and what you hope to see in the next book.

English

CHAPTER TWENTY FOUR – OTHER CURRICULUM AREA ACTIVITIES


